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Leapfrog Park leaps into new era of playgrounds
Point Cook park aims to get kids back outside
Melbourne – 25 May 2017 – A spectacular new Leapfrog Park being constructed at Frasers
Property Australia’s Life, Point Cook community promises to bring the fun back into
playgrounds.
With Australia’s childhood obesity rate at alarming levels, playground designers are looking
at innovative ways to engage and stimulate children and get them outdoors.
Leapfrog Park, the new educational frog-themed park being built at Point Cook, is leading
the charge, taking a big leap away from the sterile playgrounds that modern kids are used to.
Designers Big Fish hope to entice children off their devices with features like a giant frog
cubby house, froglet steppers, tadpole rockers, sound tubes, climbing ropes and poles and a
leap frog game.
The impressive Leapfrog Park will be unveiled later this year at Frasers Property Australia’s
Life, Point Cook development, a popular community for new and young families.
The innovative design also caters for children on the autism spectrum with sensory totem
poles that they can run their hands along, as well as a basket swing for children in
wheelchairs.
The finishing touches are now being placed on equipment for the park, which will also
feature in-ground trampolines, slides, sandpits and clamber rocks.
Director Designer Renata Slusarski, who runs design firm Big Fish, said it was important to
get kids excited about playgrounds again, particularly with their over-reliance on technology
from an early age.
The Leapfrog Park is a great example, heralding a change in play spaces around the world,
she said.
“Kids will be able to do a lot of imaginative play which was very important to me when
designing this,” she said.
“They are so glued to their iPads and devices these days and there are a lot of concerns
about childhood obesity rates, but there’s just not as many opportunities for outdoor free play
now.
“There will be a lot of things to stimulate them in this park, like a leapfrog game where kids
can see how far they can jump and test themselves against a frog.”

“A lot more of the work we are doing now also includes sensory items and more tactility as
we are seeing more and more kids diagnosed on the autism spectrum. We are very
interested in universal access play and include elements like this as much as we can.”
Children will be able to climb inside the belly of the park’s centerpiece, a bright green 2.6m
high frog, and use toeholds to climb up her back legs.
Educational elements including stepping stones showing the development of a tadpole to a
frog, and interpretive signage to teach kids and adults about the frog’s life.
“I love digging into the history and ecology of an area, and the native frog was one that stood
out,” she said.
“Around the world there’s a move towards more playgrounds being based in nature, going
back to how kids used to play.”
The Leapfrog Park isn’t just for kids with an open ball space, nearby shelter and a bocce or
petanque court catering for adults.
Footpaths will link through from Leapfrog Park to a conservation reserve and wetlands which
will further serve to educate on environmental issues.
Life, Point Cook is located 4km south of the Point Cook town centre, and 28 kilometres from
the Melbourne CBD.
The new community is zoned for the nearby Alamanda College, catering for students from
Prep to Year 9. This highly acclaimed school is proving a major attraction to local buyers.
The new community will eventually comprise approximately 550 homes, 9.9 hectares of
parks and open space, 1 hectare of wetlands and 2km of hiking and bike paths.
Prices start at $380,000 for a block of land at Life.
The sales centre on the corner of Point Cook Road and Saltwater Boulevard is open
Saturday to Wednesday, 11am to 5pm.
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